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Deirdre McLoughlin works slowly. All the pieces of her work, that I have seen, 

have a deliberate and considered quality. The care taken over the formal 

composition of the work, together with highly evolved technical skill, gives the 

work a special kind of dignity. However, and despite the fact that each piece 

has been evolved through many decisions and revisions, they are neither stolid 

nor indecisive. At it’s best, McLoughlin’s work conveys not only exactly what 

she was getting at, but also includes the idea that different choices might have 

been made, different paths followed, and different end points arrived at. In a 

word, her sculpture is dynamic. 

This is a quality that seems most often to impress her audience: the sense 

of presence, and the ability of her sculptures to command the spaces where 

they are shown. This has nothing at all to do with story telling, or conveying a 

message that can as well be said or written. Her sculptures are abstract. Over 

and over again she hits the bull’s eye and produces another significant form. 

I spoke to her on the day before her exhibition ‘Shaping The Void’ opened 

at The National Craft Gallery in Kilkenny. McLoughlin described to me the 

experience of showing a piece from the ‘Empty Form’ series to someone 

who had been studying and photographing dismembered human torsos in 

a morgue. He said to her that the piece that they were looking at perfectly 

captured the shape of the human torso. Deirdre told me the story, and said 

that this remark had killed the subject for her: it made her feel that she no 

longer wanted to work in that way. 

It took me a while to understand what she meant by this, thinking at first that 

his interpretation had been wrong, that he had made the wrong comparison. 

She assured me that this was not what she meant. His comparison was 

right, in a way, but by naming a specific reference, (not actually the one that 

McLoughlin was thinking about when making the work), he had reduced the 

work to being representational and definite rather than allusive and universal. 

It is important to understand that work of this kind needs to be perceived with 

an open mind, and not labelled too readily. McLoughlin’s work is an on-going 

process of avoiding the obvious, and it seems to me that one could as well 

define what she does, by itemising what she does not do. 

Deirdre arranged the Kilkenny exhibition into three parts, making use of both 

of the beautiful exhibition spaces in the National Craft Gallery of Ireland. In one 

room, she showed work made in the last three to four years, including work 

from the ‘Life’ series, and the ‘I Am Too’ series. The remaining nine pieces, all 

made within the last year, are shown separately in the second gallery, but can 

be viewed in the context of what has been made before.
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The ‘Life’ sculptures are mostly enclosed forms, 

possessing that combination of fleshy undulation and 

formal tension that Deirdre has worked with for many 

years. She is using a classic Modernist vocabulary 

whereby the figure becomes non-specific but still 

emotionally charged. It is easy to do this sort of 

thing very badly, if the forms are allowed to become 

collapsed deflated or jumbled, but McLoughlin 

manages to keep the forms taut and the surfaces 

perfect. In particular, the smoothness of the surfaces, 

so carefully formed and ground back, gives the work 

from this period an intensely tactile quality.

Something the same can be said of the small group 

of ‘I Am Too’ cup-like forms except that the choice 

of form has been deliberately restricted. Speaking to 

Deirdre gave me an insight into how this strand in her 

work has evolved. 

She thinks of this as her Zen series, because it is 

the shape that she comes back to again and again 

to try to find a perfect one. She read Eugen Herrigel 

when she was in her ‘20’s. His book: ‘Zen in the Art 

of Archery’ a short but influential text was published 

just after World War 2, and helped to introduce 

Zen ideas to the post-war generation in Europe, 

America, and indeed to Japan itself. 

When she trained in Japan in 1982, Deirdre 

attended weekly sessions with a Master where she 

made small-coiled sake cups, and each week, she 

focussed on making the cups finer and finer. 

Embedded in the ‘I Am Too’ series is a process that 

is part mental and part physical. Through repetition, 

this leads to a cultivated, productive mindlessness. 

As she repeatedly coils the forms, making similar 

pieces, she aims to reach a stage when: 

‘The shape would 
shoot through my 
fingers eventually, 

without my thinking 
“How am I going to 

do it.’

In McLoughlin’s practice there is a meditative 

aspect, a deliberate process of engaging with the 

work using the physical, the emotional, and the 

intellectual aspects simultaneously. 
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McLoughlin prioritises neither skill nor ideas; 

they are equal, and interdependent. This idea of 

entering a less cerebral state has been talked 

and written about by artists from many genres. 

Whether it is improvised music, action painting, 

dance, or pottery, the aim is a perfect connection 

to the technique, so that less conscious ideas 

may be permitted to surface.  

I had, however, the idea that McLoughlin’s starting 

point had been her studies of philosophy, and so 

I asked her about this. “I really went to, college to 

train my mind, because there was a lot happening 

in my head, and really I needed to express this, 

but I just didn’t know how to ... and I thought 

writing was the way forward for me.”

She loved reading, but although, she had no Art 

classes in secondary school, she was drawn 

to visual art, and would mitch off to go to the 

galleries and museums in Dublin, eventually going 

to galleries further afield. She was attracted to the 

world of the visual arts but, at that stage, decided 

to study philosophy.

Once she had finished these studies, however 

she felt that she had trained her mind, but lost 

her inspiration. There was nothing coming from 

the words that she had by now learned to use. 

What seems to have happened, was that the 

thinking and writing techniques she had learned 

were not enabling, but actually preventing creative 

expression from taking place. 

“...so that’s why I 
started to look for 

something else and 
I found clay, or clay 

found me.... I haven’t 
been able to stop.” 

My pre-conception about Deirdre’s making 

technique, based on what I had seen in the past 

was that she put her sculptures through a series 

of revisions. Starting with the coiling of the plastic 

clay into three-dimensional forms, she would 

then cut and alter the pieces repeatedly before a 

low bisc firing. After that the forms were further 

refined by a process of grinding, which enabled 

her to arrive not just at a perfect smooth surface 

quality, but to also remove irregularities that arise 

from either the fabrication, or the drying and firing 

processes. Only then were the pieces given the 

final higher firing.
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The new work, to my surprise, does not have the smooth surface that I have 

grown to expect. The surfaces are evenly covered with small indentations, like 

planishing. These marks can easily be made into leather-hard clay, but are 

very hard to re-create once the piece has been fired. The new work has the 

tight formal energy of the earlier work, but this is achieved without resorting to 

the final edit: the grinding process, used in the past. In her technique, Deirdre 

is now leaving herself much less room to manoeuvre: she has to get it right 

early on. 

This, more straight from the hip approach, was made easier because the 

new forms are simpler, but the evolution towards new forms was not so 

much a consequence of changed technique, more that forms and technique 

evolved together. It is a subtle process, and one that McLoughlin describes 

as ‘organic’, where the desire to change progressively reveals new making 

technique, and new forms at more or less the same time.

I began this article by saying that Deirdre McLoughlin works slowly, but 

this does not imply stasis. Over time her work has steadily changed as 

she meticulously explores a succession of phases. The work in the second 

gallery in Kilkenny represents the latest stage in this evolution. The process of 

gradual change is essential to McLoughlin’s practice. As change is permitted 

to happen, she is challenged in new ways and not bound to previous working 

practice.

“I have to keep being free in a 
way…..I’m finding myself with 

a name for “she grinds and 
polishes” and I’m beginning 
to feel trapped. I don’t want 

my work to be trapped by the 
expectation of having to be 

ground and polished.  
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